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BLAINE JOEL
Algebra (eBook) Milliken Publishing Company
Basic skills are reviewed and expanded as students work through 58 pages of activities. Each page
gives an example and step-by-step solution of the problem presented. Some of the many skills
covered include a review of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, plus challenges in
decimal fractions, exponential and scientiﬁc notation, primes, probability, percents, and basic
geometric principles. This workbook presents a variety of drill and practice activities for students in
a two-color format. Six answer pages are provided.
Intro to Geometry Lorenz Educational Press
In this second edition of Human Relationship Skills the author demonstrates how such skills can be
learnt, encouraging readers to accept responsibility for developing them and putting them into
practice. New to this edition are chapters on what the reader brings to relationships, on choosing
relationships and on strengthening them, reﬂecting the emphasis on people working together rather
than alone. This theme is backed up by exercises and suggestions for personal experiments
throughout the book which can be worked through by readers on their own, in pairs or in groups.
Algebra (ENHANCED ebook) Points, Lines, Angles, and PlanesGeometry
The activities in this book are designed to provide students with practice in the skill areas required
to understand basic geometry concepts. The focus is on congruence and similarity, classigying
various kinds of angles and triangles, transformations, parallel and perpendicular lines, properties of
geometric ﬁgures, arcs and chords, and ﬁnding surface area and volume.
Word Problems - Grades 4-6 (ENHANCED eBook) Lorenz Educational Press
Since the publication of the bestselling ﬁrst edition, there have been numerous advances in the ﬁeld
of nuclear science. In medicine, accelerator based teletherapy and electron-beam therapy have
become standard. New demands in national security have stimulated major advances in nuclear
instrumentation.An ideal introduction to the fundamentals of nuclear science and engineering, this
book presents the basic nuclear science needed to understand and quantify an extensive range of
nuclear phenomena. New to the Second Edition— A chapter on radiation detection by Douglas
McGregor Up-to-date coverage of radiation hazards, reactor designs, and medical applications
Flexible organization of material that allows for quick reference This edition also takes an in-depth
look at particle accelerators, nuclear fusion reactions and devices, and nuclear technology in
medical diagnostics and treatment. In addition, the author discusses applications such as the direct
conversion of nuclear energy into electricity. The breadth of coverage is unparalleled, ranging from
the theory and design characteristics of nuclear reactors to the identiﬁcation of biological risks
associated with ionizing radiation. All topics are supplemented with extensive nuclear data
compilations to perform a wealth of calculations. Providing extensive coverage of physics, nuclear
science, and nuclear technology of all types, this up-to-date second edition of Fundamentals of
Nuclear Science and Engineering is a key reference for any physicists or engineer.
Geometry and Measurement Problems Milliken Publishing Company
A brand-new edition of the classic guide on low-speed wind tunnel testing While great advances in
theoretical and computational methods have been made in recent years, low-speed wind tunnel
testing remains essential for obtaining the full range of data needed to guide detailed design
decisions for many practical engineering problems. This long-awaited Third Edition of William H. Rae,
Jr.'s landmark reference brings together essential information on all aspects of low-speed wind
tunnel design, analysis, testing, and instrumentation in one easy-to-use resource. Written by authors
who are among the most respected wind tunnel engineers in the world, this edition has been
updated to address current topics and applications, and includes coverage of digital electronics, new
instrumentation, video and photographic methods, pressure-sensitive paint, and liquid crystal-based
measurement methods. The book is organized for quick access to topics of interest, and examines

basic test techniques and objectives of modeling and testing aircraft designs in low-speed wind
tunnels, as well as applications to ﬂuid motion analysis, automobiles, marine vessels, buildings,
bridges, and other structures subject to wind loading. Supplemented with real-world examples
throughout, Low-Speed Wind Tunnel Testing, Third Edition is an indispensable resource for
aerospace engineering students and professionals, engineers and researchers in the automotive
industries, wind tunnel designers, architects, and others who need to get the most from low-speed
wind tunnel technology and experiments in their work.
Math Reproducibles - Grade 5 CRC Press
This easy-to-use packet is full of stimulating activities that will give your students a solid
introduction to graphing trigonometric functions! A variety of puzzles and self-check formats will
challenge students to think creatively as they work to build their trigonometric skills. Each page
begins with a clear explanation of a featured trigonometric topic, providing extra review and
reinforcement.
CCSS 7.G.B.5 Solving for Unknown Angles Lorenz Educational Press
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg
Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had come down to the kitchen for a
midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are
my glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown oﬀ course.
Let me sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there is
such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To
tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time,
winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg,
Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high
school). They are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret
work for the government on the tesseract problem.
Beginning Algebra Lorenz Educational Press
Basic skills are reviewed and expanded as students work through 58 pages of activities. Each page
gives an example and step-by-step solution of the problem presented. Some of the many skills
covered include a review of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, plus challenges in
decimal fractions, exponential and scientiﬁc notation, primes, probability, percents, and basic
geometric principles. This workbook presents a variety of drill and practice activities for students in
a two-color format. Six answer pages are provided.
Circle Properties and Theorems Milliken Publishing Company
There are certain mistakes that students frequently make while learning algebra. This workbook
clearly explains these mistakes so students can avoid them. Examples then illustrate the correct
way of working an algebra problem, and practice problems are provided. Puzzles and games based
on scientiﬁc formulas and interesting facts challenge students to think creatively. Self-checking
exercises motivate students to ﬁnish each page while acquiring valuable algebraic skills.
SLJ. Lorenz Educational Press
Closely aligned with the national standards, this packet helps students review geometry and
measurement. Engaging formats and fun activities (including puzzles, riddles, and games) oﬀer solid
review opportunities. Answer key is included.
Trigonometry Milliken Publishing Company
This easy-to-use packet is full of stimulating activities that will give your students a solid
introduction to solving triangles! A variety of puzzles and self-check formats will challenge students
to think creatively as they work to build their trigonometric skills. Each page begins with a clear
explanation of a featured trigonometric topic, providing extra review and reinforcement.
Geometry - Grades 7-10 (eBook) Burns & Oates
This fun-ﬁlled packet will give your students practice with angles, bisectors, midpoints, and altitudes.
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Examples and exercises are provided to help students of various grade levels grasp the concepts
and form a solid foundation for advanced learning in mathematics. Each page introduces a new
concept and gives students valuable practice in geometry.
Trigonometry Milliken Publishing Company
These reproducible books have a much broader scopes than most math workbooks. In addition to
oﬀering computation practiced, they reinforce skill such as problem-solving, number sense, data
analysis, measurement, geometry and more. Closely aligned with the national standards, a special
assessment section at the end of each book helps teachers evaluate students progress and prepare
them for standardized tests.
Milliken Publishing Company
There are certain mistakes that students frequently make while learning algebra. This workbook
clearly explains these mistakes so students can avoid them. Examples then illustrate the correct
way of working an algebra problem, and practice problems are provided. Puzzles and games based
on scientiﬁc formulas and interesting facts challenge students to think creatively. Self-checking
exercises motivate students to ﬁnish each page while acquiring valuable algebraic skills.
Graphs of Trigonometric Functions Milliken Publishing Company
Closely aligned with the national standards, this packet helps students review geometry and
measurement. Engaging formats and fun activities (including puzzles, riddles, and games) oﬀer solid
review opportunities. Answer key is included.
Math Reproducibles Instructional Fair
This packet, focusing on math vocabulary, contains a variety of puzzles that illustrate the correct
way of working an algebra problem. They will challenge students to think creatively, and selfchecking exercises motivate students to ﬁnish each page while acquiring valuable algebraic skills.
Solving Triangles Milliken Publishing Company
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These reproducible books have a much broader scopes than most math workbooks. In addition to
oﬀering computation practiced, they reinforce skill such as problem-solving, number sense, data
analysis, measurement, geometry and more. Closely aligned with the national standards, a special
assessment section at the end of each book helps teachers evaluate students’ progress and prepare
them for standardized tests.
Algebra Lorenz Educational Press
This easy-to-use workbook is chock full of stimulating activities that will jumpstart your students'
interest in geometry while providing practice with the major geometry concepts. A variety of
puzzles, mazes, games, and self-check formats will challenge students to think creatively as they
sharpen their geometry skills. Each page begins with a clear explanation of the featured geometry
topic, providing extra review and reinforcement. A special assessment section is included at the end
of the book to help students prepare for standardized tests. 48 pages
Math Workbook - Grade 7 Lorenz Educational Press
This easy-to-use workbook is full of stimulating activities that will give your students a solid
introduction to trigonometry! A variety of puzzles and self-check formats will challenge students to
think creatively as they work to build their trigonometric skills. Each page begins with a clear
explanation of a featured trigonometric topic, providing extra review and reinforcement. A special
assessment section is included at the end of the book to help students prepare for standardized
tests.
Teaching and Computers Lorenz Educational Press
Teacher digital resource package includes 2 CD-ROMs and 1 user guide. Includes Teacher curriculum
guide, PowerPoint chapter presentations, an image gallery of photographs, illustrations,
customizable presentations and student materials, Exam Assessment Suite, PuzzleView for creating
word puzzles, and LessonView for dynamic lesson planning. Laboratory and activity disc includes the
manual in both student and teacher editions and a lab materials list.
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